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Abstract 

Focusing on pushing the boundary of gender this presentation will analyse how and why 

screenwriter Chris Chibnall took the risk of choosing to change the gender of the main character of 

the long-running Doctor Who when he became showrunner. From the moment the BBC announced 

that Chibnall had decided to create a female Doctor there was as much trepidation as occurs 

fictionally every time the Doctor starts the Tardis. Both sides worried about how Chibnall would 

handle this radical change. Writers of time travel programs often struggle with how the types of 

stories they can tell will change depending on which type of character takes the audience into that 

story. It had happened on Doctor Who in smaller ways in earlier eras, including the handling of how 

the first companion of African descent, Martha Jones, would travel to times and places where people 

of colour were mistreated – be it Shakespearean London or a School for boys in Farringham in1913. 

Chibnall also had to manage a transition from high ratings to the natural levelling out a long running 

program experiences, knowing some would blame the gender change of the main character.  

How will the Chibnall era be defined in terms of his work as a screenwriter? How will it be 

compared to his previous work on Torchwood, for which he had showrunner Doctor Who Russell T. 

Davies as advisor and editor, and on Broadchurch, which Chibnall created alone? How did a man who 

wrote the whimsical Dinosaurs on a Spaceship and the dramatic The Hungry Earth episodes under the 

guidance of showrunner Steven Moffat manage on his own for the Jodie Whitaker era? Finally, why 

did Chibnall become the first writer-producer to risk regenerating the Doctor into a female form in 

the first place and did his writing style help – or hurt -- this transition? 
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